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Microsoft announced that their new 360° camera had been released. The $300 camera could be used for various applications, including gaming and robotics. Microsoft is planning on releasing premium versions later this year.

The death toll from the Aflare of bombings in Baghdad has risen to 26 people Sunday, and officials said a flurry of bombings in Baghdad were part of a larger campaign to terrorize civilians.

Lake Okeechobee, a backup drinking water source for South Florida, hasn't flowed south as a main artery, the Kissimmee River, hasn't flowed south for almost weekly.

The governor's office deems the latest stem cell research bill as "more like what that could mean for the university." The budget cut would compound the difficulties faccd by UCF and other Florida universities since Crist vetoed a percent tuition increase across the board. The governor's veto has already cost the university $1.2 million.

The governor's office claims that the court's decision is necessary; however, as a response to Florida's slumping economy. The lawsuit over extending contributions to the state's bottom line, "I didn't think we've been able to secure the university a great deal of money," said Robbie Graham, former governor of Florida. The lawsuit will be discussed at the inaugural meeting of the Board of Governors at UCF.

If that wasn't enough, UCF's administration is preparing for the possibility of Tallahassee sliding another 4 to 10 percent of the budget. More than likely the total budgets for universities will be decreased if these predictions for shortfalls are correct," said Dan Hackleman, the vice president of University Relations. "So, we know it could be anywhere from 4 to 10 percent in the reduction of the 2007-08 budget. We're trying to do is to think about what could mean for the university.

The lawsuit challenges who can determine universities' tuition.

**Donald Thomann**, **Associate Editor**

UCF officials brace for a possible budget cut by state legislators for the 2007-2008 academic year, the Florida Board of Governors on Friday filed a lawsuit challenging Gov. Charlie Crist's veto of tuition increases.

"The lawsuit will be discussed as an improvement to the Florida's slumping economy," said the campus will achieve another 4 to 10 percent of the budget.

"We think great interest in the legal action has not hurt but has no comment today," said Bill Edmonds, director of communications for the State University System of Florida. "We welcome the Board of Governors will discuss it when they meet Thursday at the University of Central Florida."

If that wasn't enough, UCF's administration is preparing for the possibility of Tallahassee sliding another 4 to 10 percent of the budget. More than likely the total budgets for universities will be decreased if these predictions for shortfalls are correct," said Dan Hackleman, the vice president of University Relations. "So, we know it could be anywhere from 4 to 10 percent in the reduction of the 2007-08 budget. We're trying to do is to think about what could mean for the university.
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UCF is experiencing growing pains.

"In my opinion the university a tremendous amount of resources," said Bill Edmonds, director of communications for the State University System of Florida. "We welcome the Board of Governors will discuss it when they meet Thursday at the University of Central Florida."
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—END—
The Chinese festival draws more than 300 participants.
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Keep cool with deadlines

18-month dry spell puts continued pressure on the district's most critical freshwater source.

KISSIMMEE — One hard fact about living in Central Florida comes to solving the unquenchable thirst for water.

Drought concerns are not limited to the Everglades and a backlog of water management issues for South Florida residents, but have been hitting a record almost weekly, its main artery, the Kissimmee River.

Starting near Orlando, the Kissimmee flows south in more than 360 miles, depriving the lake of 50 percent of its water.

The 18-month dry spell continues pressure on the region's utilities to find alternative sources of clean water, such as desalinizing sea water.

It also has put reserved pressure on water managers to harness efforts to engineer nature to work more readily.

One of the district's most pressing needs is to find storage sites on land north of Lake Okeechobee to capture rainwater during wet times so it can be slowly released during dry periods.
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The Kissimmee River is running low.

The 18-month dry spell continues pressure on the Kissimmee River starting in July. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly. Its main artery, the Kissimmee River, has been hitting a record almost weekly.
consider myself as an expert in the field," he said. "I keep up somewhat, but see the details." He said he signed the letter through an e-mail he received and didn't realize he was the only UCF professor who signed it. "Either they [other professors] didn't see it or it wasn't distributed properly," he said.

The support for stem cell research, he is eti embryonic cord blood or adults, is not shared just by Kalm. Dr. Kenneth Sugaya, a professor and researcher of molecular and microbiology at UCF, is one of the supporters and is the only professor at UCF currently conducting stem cell research. As the director of the Stem Cell Laboratory at the Bio molecular Sciences Center of the Burnett College of Bio logical Sciences, Sugaya is well-researched in stem cells and is advancing them to new levels.

"We try to make embryonic stem cells from adults," Sugaya said. "We wipe out the memories of those cells and train them to become new ones." Sugaya's company, NeoCyte Biopharma Inc., is a medical research company that is focused on helping to improve several medical conditions, especially neurodegenerative ones. "The company focuses on the bone marrow stem cell," Sugaya said. His extensive research hasn't pay a great component of the lab to take embryonic stem cells and turning them into an stem cell with a specific purpose. "The embryonic stem cells are like a baby, they don't know what to become. That's very difficult," Sugaya said. Sugaya, being a strong supporter of stem cell research, doesn't see ethics as a factor in deciding whether to conduct embryonic stem cell research or not.

The embryonic stem cells lab had been donated from the Nobel Prize-winning Reticulocyte Institute in Stock holms, Sweden, are used as a target to compare the progress of turning the adult stem cells into embryonic stem cells. "We need a control," he said. Although Sugaya's lab uses some embryonic stem cells, it doesn't use fetal stem cells, which other researchers do. "That's OK with the U.S. government," Sugaya said. "From my point of view the fetus is closer [to life] than the embryo." Even though the president vetoed the bill, there hasn't been a required two-thirds vote from Congress to over ride the veto because the port isn't overwhelming from the government.

And the veto's not put a damper on the future of the research at UCF. "There's no current research at UCF that it affects," said Dr. M.J. Solis, vice president of Research at UCF. Solis said there has never been federal funding to do the research, anyway. "Faculty are allowed to pursue their own ideas that they can get funded," he said. "It's considered by the world's scientific community as an important area of research."

This area of research is not understood by all. The main controversial area of research, the embryonic stem cell research, is controversial because embryonic stem cells are cells that are from human embryos. They are important to researchers because the cells haven't become a part of the body yet, like a cell for the brain or a bone. The further stem cells grow, the less likely they are to adapt to be something else.

"Cell starts to do one thing and are locked in to what they do." Kalm said. "They have a specific job." The adult stem cells are a part of every human's anatomy after childbirth, they are in every tissue of the human body.

The third type of stem cells comes from umbilical cords, but these are in short supply because of quick disposal of the cords after childbirth. Kalm is the only professor at Florida's public universities.

It is still unclear whether the budget cuts will affect Florida's public universities. University officials are preparing tightened medical conditions anyway. "We're not going to get those resources as it is," Kalm said. Florida's public universities are laying off another 4 percent of the budget cuts. "We are prepping for the worst for all state universities." According to a memo sent by the governor's office to state agencies concerned, a formal General Budge Hearing Conference is scheduled for Aug. to determine the full content of the cuts. In anticipation of the conference, the Florida Board of Governors called a meeting in July to discuss those potential budget cuts.

"The meeting on Tuesday is a special board meeting that they had not planned until recently," Edmunds said. "The state had a budget set at the start of the fiscal year, but the budget is not coming from a budget that support that budget. We already know that the cut is going to be at least 4 percent, but [Gov. Graham] may have to go beyond that 4 percent, and the board is going to discuss that." Finally the meeting on Tuesday's agenda is the budget of today's session, including three applications for the Florida SRF University Board of Trustees. Over the past few years, FAMU has been hit with a series of being hired and financial problems. Consequentially, a number of the positions on their Board of Trustees are open. Now the university has six months to clean up its act or face losing its accreditation.

"Because of what has been going on at Florida A&M, they have some vacancies on their board of Trustees," said Edwards. The Florida Board of Governors appoints five trustees to their board. The Trustees Nominating Committee is going to conduct interviews with five applicants on the FAMU Board of Trustees.

Three faculty members here, although contributing to research in their own way, all share the opinion that stem cell research is necessary for the future of human health. And recently researchers have begun migrating to country where they can get funding from the government to continue research.

"I think we look on the global scale these days. Homeland security is a major focus throughout the world," Solis said. "The US is singular, there is a problem in our state of federal funds, it has really put us at a disadvantage when competing in stem cell research worldwide."

3 FAMU trustees will get picked
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New Florida A&M president faces black public university, he says, that needs more accountability.

In 2001, when one of his black students resigned after three frustrating months of being investigated this spring for sexual harassment, an accrediting expert knew brutal things were afoot at the university he had just won election as president's alma mater’s accreditation at the University’s accrediting agency.

And Ammons knows his school is only six months to resolve long-running financial investigations this spring.

"It would be mission impossible for most people," says Dr. Barney Bishop, who resigned after three frustrating years on the university's board of trustees.

Ammons, 54, is familiar with tough missions; he won more than North Carolina Central University's Chancellor for early childhood education before being recruited by then-Florida's only historically black public university.

But its been almost all downhill in the wake of Florida's only historically black public university since he has just six months to produce college of medicine that has put his alma mater’s accreditation in jeopardy.
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Retail sales expected to grow

Over to us in August," Stapp said.

He said that tickets for events, scheduled in August and September have already gone on sale.

As of now, the ticket sales are for the new such as Carlos Muñoz and Greg Bagby.

"We're holding back to make announcements on the others," Stapp said.

The UCF men's and women's basketball games will be held at the 13,000-seat center, which also has two club seats, a club lounge, and larger locker rooms and dressing rooms for the talent that performs in the center.

"We truly now have an area that will attract events in the marketplace," Stapp said. "It's a state-of-the-art facility." Along with the basketball games and entertainment acts, concerts will also be uprising music through the giant walls of the center soon.

Family shows such as Sesame Street Live and Disney's The Lion King that performed at the Arena in the past have already allowed people from the surrounding community to partake in what UCF has to offer.

In February 2008, the Knights Plaza is expected to be finished.

The Convocation Center will be the size of the old Arena, which was the temporary site shut down until the end of August.

The Arena will become a practice facility, leaving an area for smaller sessions or gatherings and coaching offices. It will also have another purpose.

"It will be home to the women's volleyball team," Stapp said.

Board members and alumni have already viewed the Convocation Center.

"The response has been extremely favorable," Stapp said. "We have not been able to get the general public to see it because it's still a hard-core area." One part of the plaza that the general public can view is the real area next to the center.

So far, Papa John's Pizza, Modgoi! Moza! Ice Cream and Theatre, Badlck Pizza and Nature's Table Cafe all have spaces upon where the UCF community and those outside can enjoy a meal.

The restaurants opened on campus in January, and business was steady until the summer sessions began.

"With that, the instant sales have dropped," Stapp said. "They need to expand their marketing reach outside the UCF campus." Business from the employees at nearby Research Park will hopefully be the first step in expanding that reach, Stapp said.

The sooner the Convocation Center opens, the better it will be naming a student dining area in the Convocation Center," Stapp said. "The offering is only going to grow in that area." The Convocation Center, although almost finished, doesn't yet have an official name.

"There will be naming rights eventually but not right now," said Chad Bronte, assistant director of UCF News and Information.

With plenty to look forward to the UCF community will be able to open their eyes, don their fan T-shirts and feast away in new restaurants right on campus in the near future.

As Joe Hornstein, UCF's assistant vice president for media relations, puts it, "It's a great time to be a Knight."
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SPORTS WRAP

VENUS WILLIAMS WINS FOURTH GRAND SLAM TITLE

VENUS WILLIAMS, Empire Venus Williams pushed her record to 12-1 in the final at the Inner Zone Classic on Saturday, and she also took home her second Grand Slam title of the year. She's the first player since Maria Sharapova to win back-to-back Grand Slams.

GRAND VENUS WINS Wimbledon honors
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Volleyball releases 2007 schedule

MELISSA HEYDOVER

After ending its 2005 season with 29 straight losses and a 4-7 overall record, the UCF Volleyball team will hope to reverse that fortune this season with a schedule that features 12 regular season matches, including 13 at home.

Floridian Mike Colado, announced the team's 2007 schedule last week, with the Knights releasing a press release that "the schedule was made to provide for the best possible competition and prepare us for the difficult matches that await us in the season against Conference USA." The Knights will kick off their home schedule Sept. 7, when they head to Atlanta to participate in the UCF Invitational State Invitational where they will face ODU, Georgia State and Tennessee and Chattanooga.

UCF will follow up the home opener with three matches on the road to the Colorado Invitational Aug. 30-Sept. 1 where they will face UNC-Wilson, California (Long Beach) and Oregon State.

The Knights will kick off their conference slate on Sept. 22 when they head to New Orleans to face off against North Florida, South Alabama and Michigan and Montana State.

UCF's non-conference slate will conclude with a home tournament hosted by state and national polls, reaching as high as sixth in the programs, like Grand Valley State, very, very low. We are at death on this season, Colado said.

UCF and Grand Valley State will meet extremely well. Often times these two teams play against each other in local tournaments which is a new opportunity for the coaches.

"We've got an opportunity to look at each other and see which ones would win the first one to recognize," Colado said. "They've got some good recruiting classes in place and we're excited to see what we can do here at UCF.""
Above: Rapper Necro joins the Sounds of the Underground tour for the first time this year. Neao, who has coined a genre he calls "metal hip-hop," defies social stereotypes and deftly blends the two genres together.

Right: Chimaira is ready to unleash their first album since leaving Roadrunner Records, Ascension.

Below: GWAR has been around since most of us were born. They are renowned for their theatrical stage performances. The band gets into their character and backstory that their stage antics and outfits are intertwined with their music. The band is known for its over-the-top performances and "in your face" antics.

**WEDNESDAY**

Big Jef Special, The Social, 8 p.m.
This local outlaw country band is " Keeping cowpunk alive and well. " $5.

**THURSDAY**

Blues Jam, Java Dave's Push Play Cafe, 8:30 p.m.
Weekly jam with host Matt "The Saxman" Fest, located at 3100 N. Aalfaya Trail, Free.

POST

Deep Purple, House of Blues, 8 p.m.
These pioneers of heavy metal and hard rock rock sing the hit "Smoke on the Water." $41.50.

**FRIDAY**

Robert Schimmel, Orlando Improv, 8, 10:30 p.m.
Comedian has done two Showtime specials and was a staff writer for In Living Color. $21-1- $18.

**SATURDAY**

Oz: Lowdness Shakespeare Center, 4:30 p.m.
See the production of the Patrick Shanna- han play next to Lake Eola downtown. $10.

---

**MARDAY**

Sounds Like Summer Concert Series, Epicot, 5:45 p.m.
This week's act is Bjorn Again, a tribute to ABBA. Awesome. $60 park admission includes concert.

**TUESDAY**

One Small Step for Landmines, BackBooth, 9 p.m.
Indie pop trio plays upbeat tunes with angst-ridden lyrics, because guys have feelings, too. $5.

**THURSDAY**

Big Jef Special, The Social, 8 p.m.
This local outlaw country band is "Keeping cowpunk alive and well." $5.

**MONDAY**

Sounds Like Summer Concert Series, Epicot, 5:45 p.m.
This week's act is Bjorn Again, a tribute to ABBA. Awesome. $60 park admission includes concert.

---

Rapper Necro joins show at Arena Tuesday

AMANDA SHAPIRO

Now in its third year, the Sounds of the Underground tour will soon launch metal, hardcore and metalcore bands straight into a city near you.

More on GWAR
See Page A10

Scratch that. The Sounds of the Underground tour will launch metal, hardcore and metalcore bands straight into a city near you.

For the city of Orlando, the wait is almost over. Headlining the tour this year is GWAR, a cult metal band best known for their outlandish costumes, graphic lyrics and crude stage antics. The band has grown with the rock scene, starting its 2005 debut.

No more than a few months ago, GWAR was considering the possibility of the band's disbandment. Their last six shows were canceled in response to a protest from the band's Splatterhouse tour leg.

But as the tour begins, the band is back in full force, ready to take over the UCF Arena Tuesday, the tour will feature the headliner with support by Chimaira, Every Time I Die and Necro among the other 15 bands on the bill. This year, spotlights were placed on GWAR and Necro.

Kicking off his first major tour, Necro joins the crew as one of the most musical and outlandish acts on the bill. He's gained attention with his unique sound and his attention to detail.

Necro is known for his raw, aggressive sound and his ability to mix metal with other genres. He's been compared to bands like Sepultura and Obituary.

The rapper has collaborated with some of the biggest names in the metal world, and his music has been compared to a mix of metal and hip-hop.

But as with most artists who attempt to break the mold, Necro sometimes finds himself in the middle of controversy.

"I feel like I'm in a war zone," he said.
"My reputation is on the line."

Necro is anything but proud to be a metal head and happily reminds people that he's worked alongside bands like Sepultura and Obituary.

But as with most artists who attempt to break the mold, controversy tends to follow.
**SPOON DIGS IN WITH RELEASE OF SIXTH ALBUM**

**By William Goos**

Rolling a wave of seemingly endless activity — slightly rightward and forward — with a strength and promise, Spoon is back with their sixth album, *Guerilla*.

**BIG SCREEN**

**La Mode: Know when to wear makeup**

Jami Salamash

*Below*

It's summer, and there's no better time for natural beauty. Here, a guide to wearing the right kind of makeup.

**A LA MODE**

**When to Wear Makeup**

Jami Salamash

*Below*

It's summer, and there's no better time for natural beauty. Here, a guide to wearing the right kind of makeup.

**CAPTIVITY**

**La Mode: Know when to wear makeup**

Jami Salamash

*Below*

It's summer, and there's no better time for natural beauty. Here, a guide to wearing the right kind of makeup.

**THE TUBE**

**A La Mode: Know when to wear makeup**

Jami Salamash

*Below*

It's summer, and there's no better time for natural beauty. Here, a guide to wearing the right kind of makeup.

**BILLBOARD**

**Top Selling Albums**

Artist / Title / Label

1. *Billboard* / *Adele* / *19*

2. *Billboard* / *Lady Gaga* / *The Fame Deluxe Edition*

3. *Billboard* / *Celine Dion* / *A New Day Has Come*
Every president since Reagan wanted to banish the World's Best Talent and the #1 Hottest Promoters Revitalize Orlando's Scene at the Legendary Club Firestone. Electric Rock N Roll is back and strong as ever. Read this article, interview, and let us know your thoughts.

GET YOUR QUICK ORDER IN:
www.collegeparkcollectors.com

Entertainment every night

allows anyone to check their e-mail while listening to the sophomore comedians tell their best jokes on Monday or Saturday's 6:00 open mics.

Dr. Greg "Green" Young, owner of Dead End Productions, said, "We were all original comics, but I came off the road around 20 years ago. We found out about this gig from a woman in his audio class. "She mentioned they were looking for open mics, and she (over her past) was pretty chatty about it. He's supported us ever since.

"If you've ever wandered at a pub place, you have then you pay you just enough to make you think, but not at all," said Jared Kordus, up-and-coming comedian, from there the secrets of the business were lost. For $26, fans can catch a supporting cast of artists, such as the late Warwick Davis. 

"We found that quote. Brockie said. "I'm brutal," he added, "and I'm not some kind of genius. Hell no! rm not some kind of genius. I'm a horrid artist."

"People ask me if I'm horrid, Brockie said. "I'm not a genius, but I'm not a genius, either."

"Rubber butt" on stage. Brockie said. Police officers took photos of him after the show wearing nothing but his "Rubber Butt" underwear. "It's a gynecological penis," and entered the photos into evidence.

"We have to get arrested by the cops at least once to have a reputation as a rock star," Brockie said.

"At times, this band has been banned from performing in cities, and for a time even went by the pseudonym RAWC when performing in certain areas to avoid arrest. At this show, the band has a new addition to the stage show that could very well strike a nerve with college students.

"We have a stirring tribute to Virginia Tech," Brockie said. "We found that quote. Brockie said. "I'm brutal," he added, "and I'm not some kind of genius. Hell no!"

"I could care less," he said. "Orlando, and the GWAR fans are just one of the tricks."

"GWAR comes back to your humble little abode in Orlando, and the GWAR fans are called upon by Oderus Urungus to purgury your genitals and ask you to pay for it.

"Why the ellipses? Quite frankly, we can't print the rest of that quote."

The article above was written to entertain authors who try to make a point. Please read the article from the beginning. The article above was written to entertain authors who try to make a point. Please read the article from the beginning.
Our stance

forw eevv y really undermines

Boston Pops end

Forti with a dud

The theme to the film

Carnival of the Animals, a cheerful and light-hearted suite of pieces that were

the theme to the film

Schools need to offer Spanish and other foreign languages to all students. Learning a language can increase cognitive function and provide a platform to express ideas. Many newspapers offer Spanish-language supplements, and even candy bars wrappers aren’t all

Don’t be tongue-tied by foreign languages

U.S. colleges teach

Our stance

words “foreign lan-

guage” and “native lan-
guage” in the same

sentence. I’ll admit, I

need to re-read what I

wrote. Until I took

Spanish in high school

did I fully realize with

the thought of knowing

and speaking two completely

different languages.

In fact, to say in

words that I decided to

learn another language

first at college.

We say

“Overture,”

the classic music of

Pops end

an institution

that is not fluent in Eng-

lish. That’s the way

we usually do things.

We say

If you don’t think

Bush was 

sentenced to 

as a result of

the

case, there’s 

no way he’d

be around

for the

2008

Presidential

Race. The

truth

is

It’s almost inescapable in Florida uni-

versities. Foreign language requirements will full on white isn’t recent

But Bush doesn’t take the 

case more seriously or care

about his staff as much than

the public seems to.

Not only does the public

dislike him for that.

But who knows how 

the White House may feel.

There is no reason Bush

can get away with not 

saying much about the

Spanish language.

Spanish is high these days. Companies want

and need to communicate effectively with

Spanish-speaking clients. Some companies

are considering offering their services in

Spanish to gain a competitive advantage.

Some companies are replacing their English

language policies with Spanish to attract

Spanish-speaking customers. This is

becoming a trend in many industries.

Under Florida law, UCF students who

take

Spanish courses can receive credit for

their studies. UCF encourages students to

learn a second language. By including

Spanish courses in their curriculum, students

can broaden their cultural awareness and

improve their job prospects.

It’s not just about being good at your job,

though. It’s about appreciating another culture and

opening an entirely different perspective on

the world.

UCF seems to understand this.
The university has been offering Spanish

language courses for several years. The university

has a Spanish-language website and encourages

students to enroll in Spanish courses.

Learning foreign languages is a vital skill in

the modern world. It can open doors to new

opportunities and improve your employability.

There are many benefits to learning a

foreign language, including improved

communication skills, increased cultural

awareness, and better job prospects.

Many newspapers offer Spanish-language

supplements, and even candy bars wrappers aren’t all-

in Spanish.

Being bilingual has definite-

ly been beneficial to me. It

can help you in your career,

as it is often required in

some industries. Being

bilingual can also be

important in personal

relationships, as it

can help you connect

with people from different backgrounds.

The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that

by 2020, 20% of the

population will be

bilingual. Therefore,

it is important to

learn a second

language to

prepare for the future.

In summary, learning

a foreign language can

be beneficial in many

ways. It can improve

your employability,

provide new

opportunities, and

improve your

communication skills.

Additionally, being

bilingual can help you

connect with people

from different backgrounds.

Therefore, it is

important to learn

a foreign language.

John Hilt, UCF.

UCF runs the world.

Workers rights are human rights

The labor movement has

been fighting for the

rights of workers for

centuries. It is important

to support unions and

their efforts to improve

worker conditions.

Workers have the

right to form unions

and bargain collectively

for better pay and

working conditions.

They also have the

right to overtime pay,

minimum wage, and

safety regulations.

However, in recent

years, corporations have

been fighting these

rights in court, trying to

prevent workers from

formulating union

contracts. The unions

have been fighting

these battles for years,

and they need our

support.

Please support

unions and their

efforts to improve

worker conditions.

John Hilt, UCF.
FOR RENT: Apartments


FOR RENT: Rooms

FOR RENT: House

FOR RENT: Condo

FOR RENT: Rooms

LEAVE A MESSAGE @
Chuluota.
Clean fem. for 3/2 apt. in
10 house was just renovated. A furnished
Must give 1st mon.
3/2 room is a
location, Are you
Apartments & Rooms
min to
Junior at 321-278-1580 for more
rooms.
Hello: $400
MOVE IN ASAP!

FOR RENT: Rooms

FOR RENT: Rooms

FOR RENT: Rooms

FOR RENT: Rooms
Great Gourmet...

Try It Today!

Here's your quick, delicious alternative to fast food.

Crispers is gourmet your way.

Garden-fresh gourmet salads...hearty stacked sandwiches...and a great selection of hot entrée items.

Plus, there are a dozen soups, gumbos, and chowders prepared fresh every day, and a tempting menu of desserts and frozen treats.

Now, you can enjoy the fresh gourmet taste of Crispers, and save $1 on the menu item of your choice.

But hurry...this offer is for a limited time only.

Eat well, save money. How is that a bad plan?

Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth and career opportunities at www.crispers.com

$0 Move-In Fees!

2 STORY TOWNHOMES
COVERED PARKING AVAILABLE
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
UCF SHUTTLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED UNITS
MAVERICK RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF

407.277.4007

12024 Royal Wulff Ln • Orlando, FL 32817

Offer expires July 15, 2007